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ABSTRACT
From past many years reducing the miss rate and energy consumption in data center has become the major
concern. This can be done by dynamic programming, virtualization and also by sharing resources when there is
a low traffic. However, when there is excess traffic (bursty traffic) one cannot share the resources, one need to
switch on their own physical machine. In that span of time many users are lost. So, to avoid the above
mentioned problem, one need to know when will the bursty traffic will arrive to do the needful. This can be
done using Markov model.
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the time of less traffic. However, these components
and their switching are subjected to setup time
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Four hosts are used here, instructions are given to

II. BURSTY TRAFFIC USING MARKOV MODEL
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three hosts gets switched off, only one host is
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responsible for execution of all the instruction, since
only one host is responsible for execution, many
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next,we execute bursty traffic (numerous number of
instructions)using markov mode, using cloudsim as a
platform of execution.
Four hosts are used here, only one host is be switched
on initially, depending upon pervious observations of
arrival rate of bursty traffic rest three hosts are
switched on, since all the hosts are switched on,
instructions or bursty traffic gets exuted by all the
hosts, by reducing the miss rate to an extent.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2. System architecture 2
Effective load handling schedule contains markov
learner, power on or power off decider, statistics.
Bursty traffic is given to markov learner, depending
on the traffic the power on/off decider decides
whether to switch on/off the hosts, after switching
Figure 1. System architecture 1

on the hosts the CPU usage and power consumed for
executing the bursty traffic is collected in a static

Cloud Sim: “It’s a platform/frameworkfor simulation

format and given to power on/power of decider , so

and modeling of cloud computing infrastructure and
services”

that next, before the bursty traffic arrives depending
on the previous observation power on/off decider can

Clod sim contains cloudlet pool, markov model,

switch on the hosts. By doing this one can reduce the

datacenter which contains both virtual memory and

miss rate.

physical memory. Bursty traffic enters the cloudlet

IV. EVALUATION

pool this bursty traffic is given to markov model.
Markov model analyses the traffic and decides
whether to switch on or switch off the host and
decides which task has to be allocated to which hosts

In evaluation step we evaluate the results of both
natural benchmark(without using markov model)
and with using markov model. Simulation data of
both the model are collected
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1. Simulation data collected without using markov
model

3. Graph of miss rate is plotted without using
markov model.

Figure 5. Miss rate
Figure 3. Blue: task execute Red: task not executed
In the above simulation data collected, one can notice
that some tasks are executed and some tasks are not
executed. so we can conclude that using natural
benchmark policies one can encounter miss rate.

In the above graph, we can see that when we don't
use Markov model the miss rate is high, i.e. red line.
4. Graph of miss rate is plotted with using markov
model.

2. Simulation data collected with using markov
model

Figure 6. Miss rate

Figure 4. Blue: task execute Red: task not executed
In the above simulation data collected, one can notice
that all tasks are executed. so we can conclude that
using markov model one cannot encounter miss rate.

In the above graph ,we can see that when we
don't use Markov model the miss rate is high. i.e
red line. But when we use markov model and
then execute the code the miss rate reduced i.e
blue line.
5. Energy consumption graph is plotted

Now after collecting the simulation data one can plot
the graph of miss rate and energy consumption of
both natural benchmark policies and with using
markov model.

Figure 7. Energy consumption
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